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Buenos Aires, November 15, 2013
ISN-CAEN Chair
Vilma Martins
Dear Dr. Martins,
We would like to deeply thank the support from the Committee for Aid and Education in
Neurochemistry and the International Society for Neurochemistry towards the organization
of the workshop “Neuroetology and Neurobiology of Memory in the South Cone. A tribute
to Héctor Maldonado”, satellite of the XXVIII Annual Meeting of the Argentine Society for
Research in Neuroscience. The workshop was exciting and extremely successful not only
because the outstanding scientific and academic work presented by outstanding speakers but
also because it brought together graduate students and postdoctoral fellows from different
universities and research institutes of Argentina and South America, and international
professors and neuroscientists.
The satellite generated an ideal atmosphere that promoted rich discussions that covered
topics from the principles to the latest advances in neuroethology and neurobiology of
memory. Students were not only benefited from direct interactions with the invited speakers,
but also from the exchange of ideas and experiences with a community of participants. We
are very happy to report that the scientific, academic and social outcomes exceeded the
expectations of the Organizing Committee and conferees.
Briefly the workshop “Neuroetology and Neurobiology of Memory in the South Cone. A
tribute to Héctor Maldonado” was held in Huerta Grande, Cordoba, from September 30th to
October 2th. This natural environment allowed all the conferees to enjoy a very tight
scientific program that included 27 speakers on Neuroethology and 16 Neurobiology of
Memory. Two sessions of poster presentations was take place with a total number of 106
communications. All graduate students first authors from posters were awarded with travel
fellowships provided by the Organizing Committee of the Meeting. In addition we were also
able to provide additional support to students from other countries in Latin American
attending to the meeting.
The total number of students to the workshop was of 130 and total number of participants
was:
Argentina:
130
Brazil:
18
Chile:
10
France:
1
Uruguay:
28
Germany:
1
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Israel:

1

We have acknowledged the support of CAEN and ISN in the Meeting Book, in the SAN
website, in slides before the presentations and banners in the lobby during the workshop and
the meeting.
The CAEN-ISN grant of US$ 6000 was used towards covering the following costs:
Accomodation for speakers US$ 4230, Administration and secretariat US$ 563, book
printing costs US$ 563 and panels for the poster sessions, 647.
You will find a copy of all the invoices included in this shipment. In the case you need the
original invoices, we can provide them promptly at your request.
A copy of the SAN2013 Meeting Book is also sent among the documents and can be found
at the SAN webpage www.saneurociencias.org.ar.
Thanking again the support from the Committee for Aid and Education in Neurochemistry
and the International Society for Neurochemistry,
Sincerely,

Arturo Romano, Ph.D.
María Eugenia pedreira, PhD
Members of the Organizing Committee 2013
Annual Meeting Argentine Society for Neuroscience

